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Abstract
Background—Despite advances in both prevention and treatment, traumatic brain injury (TBI)
remains one of the most burdensome diseases; 2% of the US population currently lives with
disabilities resulting from TBI. Recent advances in the understanding of inflammation and its
impact on the pathophysiology of trauma have increased the interest in inflammation as a possible
mediator in TBI outcome.
Objectives—The goal of this systematic review is to address the question: “What is the evidence
in humans that inflammation is linked to secondary brain injury?” As the experimental evidence
has been well described elsewhere, this review will focus on the clinical evidence for
inflammation as a mechanism of secondary brain injury.
Data Sources—Medline database (1996-Week 1 June 2014), Pubmed and Google Scholar
databases were queried for relevant studies.
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Study Eligibility Criteria—Studies were eligible if participants were adults and/or children who
sustained moderate or severe TBI in the acute phase of injury, published in English. Studies
published in the last decade (since 2004) were preferentially included. Trials could be
observational or interventional in nature.
Appraisal and Synthesis Methods—To address the quality of the studies retrieved, we
applied the Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE)
criteria to assess the limitations of the included studies.
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Results—Trauma initiates local central nervous system as well as systemic immune activation.
Numerous observational studies describe elevation of pro-inflammatory cytokines that are
associated with important clinical variables including neurologic outcome and mortality. A small
number of clinical trials have included immunomodulating strategies, but no intervention to date
has proven effective in improving outcomes after TBI.
Limitations—Inclusion of studies not initially retrieved by the search terms may have biased our
results. Additionally, some reports may have been inadvertently excluded due to use of non-search
term key words. Conclusions and Implications of Key Findings Clinical evidence of inflammation
causing secondary brain injury in humans is gaining momentum. While inflammation is certainly
present, it is not clear from the literature at what juncture inflammation becomes maladaptive,
promoting secondary injury rather than facilitating repairand identifying patients with maladaptive
inflammation (neuro-inflammation, systemic, or both) after TBI remains elusive. Direct agonism/
antagonism represents an exciting target for future study.
Level of Evidence—Systematic review, level III.

Background: Secondary Brain Injury—A Role for Inflammation?
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Despite advances in both prevention and treatment, traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains one
of the most burdensome diseases; 2% of the US population currently lives with disabilities
resulting from TBI.1 Public attention to TBI has been heightened by the prevalence of brain
injury in the military and professional sports. Thus, brain trauma remains a key public health
issue in need of innovative therapies aimed at improving functional outcomes. Recent
advances in the understanding of inflammation and its impact on the pathophysiology of
trauma have increased the interest in inflammation as a possible mediator in TBI outcome.
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After the initial trauma, a second phase of brain injury begins. Secondary brain injury results
from a complex sequence of events that begins just after the initial insult and continues
through the acute hospitalization. Mitigating secondary brain injury represents a key target
in the fight to limit disability incurred from TBI. Secondary brain injury results from a
diverse host of etiologies, including (but not limited to) edema, ischemia, excitotoxicity, and
inflammation.2 Excitotoxicity occurs when a neuron is destructively stimulated with excess
amounts of neurotransmitter, especially glutamate. In experimental conditions, inflammation
is increasingly recognized to be an important source of secondary brain injury. In the clinical
setting, however, inflammation's contribution to secondary TBI is less well established.
Trauma, with or without TBI, results in a dysregulation of the immune system, predisposing
patients to nosocomial infections and worse outcomes. Investigators are just beginning to
appreciate immunologic dysfunction or dissonance as a source of worsening neurologic
injury. Clinical evidence in humans has lagged behind the observations made in animal
models. Advances in technology allow markers of inflammation such as cytokines and
chemokines to be measured in the clinical setting, providing an emerging body of clinical
research.
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The goal of this systematic review was to address the question, “What is the evidence in
humans that inflammation is linked to secondary brain injury?” As the experimental
evidence has been well described elsewhere,3 this systematic review will focus on the
clinical evidence for inflammation as a mechanism of secondary brain injury. The review
will unfold in three parts as follows: (1) pathophysiology of the injured brain, (2)
observational associations between inflammation and secondary brain injury, and (3) clinical
trials addressing, at least in part, inflammation as a mechanism of secondary injury. We
adhered to the PRISMA criteria4 for the structure of this systematic review.

Data Sources and Study Eligibility Criteria
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MEDLINE (1996 to Week 1 of June 2014), PubMed, and Google Scholar databases were
queried for relevant studies in both adults and children sustaining moderate or severe TBI in
the acute phase of injury, published in English, and with an emphasis on studies conducted
in the last decade. All TBI moderate/severe subtypes (diffuse axonal injury, hemorrhagic
contusion, etc.) were included. Patients with isolated TBI and patients with TBI and other
injuries were included. Secondary brain injury was defined as any process that disturbs the
metabolism of neurons, thus creating further injury and/or cell death. OVID search terms
included (traumatic brain injury or brain injuries) AND (Inflammation Mediators/ or
Inflammation/ or Neurogenic Inflammation/) AND (human). PubMed and Google Scholar
database searches also included the terms secondary injury and cytokine. In addition, we
inspected the reference lists of identified articles and included relevant articles for
completeness. Search results are summarized in Figure 1.

Study Appraisal and Synthesis Methods
To address the quality of the studies retrieved, we applied the Grades of Recommendation,
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) criteria to assess the limitations of the
included studies.5 We performed descriptive synthesis of results.
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The studies included in the sections on “Observational Associations Between Immune
Dysregulation and Secondary Brain Injury” and “The Injured Brain: Both an Immunologic
Target and an Effector Organ” were observational in nature and largely uncontrolled,
making comparison across studies challenging and contributing to a low grade of evidence
(Grade 2C). The section on “Future Directions: Therapies and Trials” contains data from
controlled clinical trials, which as a whole provides stronger levels of evidence, but few
strong recommendations may be made. Each trial is assessed individually in the section on
“Future Directions: Therapies and Trials.”

The Injured Brain: Both an Immunologic Target and an Effector Organ
In the brain, local and systemic inflammation work in concert to contribute to secondary
brain injury, the cerebral analog to the systemic inflammatory response/compensatory antiinflammatory response phenomenon described peripherally. The protection or
“immunologic privilege” the brain usually enjoys is disrupted in moderate-to-severe TBI. In
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the absence of the relative fortification of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), a bidirectional flow
of inflammatory mediators transits between the systemic circulation and the brain.6 The
brain is both a target and an effector organ, as glial cells and neurons both produce
immunologic mediators (i.e., complement, acute phase proteins, and cytokines) and exhibit
receptors for these substances.7 This interchange produces local tissue damage and a
systemic response.

BBB Breakdown
The initial moments after a traumatic injury can be categorized in two concurrent phases as
follows: (1) metabolic crisis and (2) excitotoxicity. In response to direct tissue injury, the
cerebral metabolism is deranged, leading to the accumulation of lactic acid due to anaerobic
glycolysis, increased membrane permeability, and edema formation.8 Autoregulation of
cerebral blood flow is impaired, promoting energy failure. In parallel, there is massive
release of excitatory neurotransmitters, resulting in oxidative damage. The consequence of
these processes is membrane degradation and BBB compromise.9 Membrane degradation
fosters unregulated transit of immune molecules in and out of the injured brain. BBB
breakdown is present even in diffuse injury.10
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Local Inflammation
In response to the primary injury, the brain's support cells, the microglia, are activated,11
subsequently releasing a host of small signaling proteins. Those signaling proteins include
cytokines (including chemokines12) and danger-associated molecular pattern (DAMP)
molecules. Most of these factors are principally produced in the central nervous system by
the microglia and have roles in inflammation and repair after injury.13,14 In addition,
neurons themselves seem to synthesize chemokines.15 Cytokines signal peripheral immune
cells to flow through the compromised BBB into the brain. The timing of up-regulation
plays a critical role in the function of the various cytokines, dictating the direction of their
actions. Damaged or dying cells may also release DAMPs, which activate the innate
immune system, reinforcing cytokine production. DAMPs are a diverse group of molecules;
examples include S100B16 and mitochondrial DNA.17 All of the signaling proteins may
serve as biomarkers, alerting investigators to immune activation.
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Observational Associations Between Immune Dysregulation and
Secondary Brain Injury
Investigators and clinicians desire reliable biomarkers that reflect the immunologic status
after acute TBI. Reliable biomarkers might empower clinicians to selectively administer
personalized therapies, as it seems that single treatment ameliorates all secondary brain
injury. The heterogeneity of injury after TBI is often cited as a reason that large-scale
clinical trials have thus far failed to produce effective therapies. While intriguing, human
data regarding inflammatory markers remain mixed and challenging to interpret. Table 1
summarizes the most frequently studied immune-modulating markers and the clinically
relevant associations. Higher levels of proinflammatory markers are linked to poor outcome,
although this has not been observed in every study. Some themes do emerge:
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proinflammatory cytokines interleukin 1β (IL-1β), IL-6, and IL-8 (considered as chemokine)
as well as anti-inflammatory IL-10 shows linkage to important parameters after TBI, often
worsened outcome. Elevation of certain markers may portend an improved prognosis, rather
than a worsened one. For example, the expression of the chemokine fractalkine is associated
with lower intracranial pressure (ICP) after TBI.18 A few noncytokine protein markers also
relay information about inflammation after brain injury: glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP), SBDP145, and the so-called inflammasome, a protein complex whose activation
leads to the downstream production of mature IL-1β and IL-18.
An additional challenge is where to measure the marker (blood vs. cerebrospinal fluid [CSF]
vs. extracellular fluid), as well as when after injury to measure. Most studies measure a
single level within the first 72 hours or take the highest absolute value in the acute period.
Different methods make comparing results between studies challenging. Finally, the
complexity of the resultant data is not to be underestimated. Proteins interact with each other
at each time point in this complex, dynamic system. One way to address the complexity is
via statistical methods such as principal components analysis to account for covariance of
markers.19
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Peripheral Blood
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As a result of the compromised BBB, investigators have measured centrally generated
markers of inflammation in the peripheral blood. During the last decade, several studies
associating elevated proinflammatory cytokines and markers of neurologic deterioration
after TBI have been published—for example, increased ICP, decreased cerebral perfusion
pressure, poor outcome in the form of a lower Glasgow Outcome Scores (GOSs), and
mortality. At the same time, immunosuppressive cytokines are also up-regulated by
activated T lymphocytes.20 Generally, proinflammatory markers seem to be associated with
the severity of injury on admission and might predict future deterioration. Proinflammatory
IL-1β levels within 6 hours of injury inversely correlate with admission Glasgow Coma
Scale (GCS) score.21 The β-chemokine RANTES seems to track with radiographic head
injury severity on computed tomographic scan.22 Serum IL-8 and Tumor necrosis factor α
(TNF-α) have been associated with elevated ICP; specifically, higher levels seem to
correlate with the “dose” (pressure × time) of ICP greater than 20 mm Hg.23 In a later work,
the same investigators observed that these elevations preceded the events of intracranial
hypertension and cerebral hypoperfusion, leading them to conclude that these inflammatory
markers might be used to predict neurologic deterioration.24 However, there does not seem
to be a direct link between serum TNF-α and outcome.23 Serum IL-8 at Day 1 after injury
may be a good predictor of outcome when combined with postresuscitation GCS score.25
Likewise, IL-8 seems to be inversely associated with GOS when measured on Day 7 after
injury.26 Several studies have found higher peripheral IL-8 levels in nonsurvivors versus
survivors.27–30 The data are mixed with regard to IL-6, with some studies indicating that
elevated levels are associated with elevated ICP31 and poor outcome,29,32 while others
found no relationship with out-come.33 In severe TBI patients, serum GFAP levels seem to
predict mortality and outcome.34–36 In mild and moderate TBI, GFAP-BDPs correlate with
injury severity as gauged by GCS and associate with injury burden seen on head computed
to-mographic scan.37 One possible explanation for the link between elevated
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proinflammatory cytokines and poor outcome might be as association with multiorgan
failure. A large, prospective observational study of polytrauma with or without TBI found a
multiphasic peak in IL-6 and IL-8 with late multiorgan failure and mortality.38 Another
possibility is that inflammation induces worsening coagulopathy, as rising IL-6 covaries
with coagulation abnormalities after TBI, although causality must still be proven.39

Cerebrospinal Fluid
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CSF is usually obtained from a ventricular drain, although a few studies have relied on
lumbar puncture. The patterns of markers of inflammation observed in the peripheral blood
tend to be echoed in CSF, but these levels are orders of magnitude more pronounced,
although the expression in CSF may lag behind plasma expression.40 For example, in one
study, the authors compared levels of IL-6 and IL-1 in serum and CSF, finding that levels of
each were twice as high in the CSF compared with blood levels.41 IL-10 also seems to
follow this pattern in patients after TBI.42 Observations such as these have led investigators
to believe that the higher levels of these markers in the CSF represent intrathecal production.
Indeed, in postmortem samples, brain tissue samples after acute, severe TBI IL-6, IL-8,
TNF-α, and IL-1β and their mRNA levels are all significantly increased following injury,
further supporting the notion of synthesis in the central nervous system.13 IL-8 in the CSF
has also been linked with mortality in children and adults.30,43 The ratio between CSF and
peripheral markers may represent a quantification of BBB breakdown, although systemic
production of cytokines should not be discounted. Most groups observe higher
proinflammatory markers to accompany poor outcomes, but one found that higher peak CSF
IL-6 concentrations predicted good clinical outcome following TBI.44 To reconcile the
apparent contradiction, this group hypothesized that local cerebral production of IL-6 might
be protective, while massive systemic release might provoke systemic inflammatory
response syndrome and ultimately be destructive. Another group found that high levels of
anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1ra, sTNFr-I, and IL-10) correlated with higher ICP and
worse outcome, leading these investigators to conclude that anti-inflammatory cytokine
levels might reflect the severity of brain injury, rather than the cause of ongoing injury.45
Elevation of CSF IL-10 has been linked to mortality in several studies,46,47 although not in
others.48
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In addition, there seem to be associations between elevations of certain proinflammatory
cytokines and biomarkers that reflect outcome. One group found a strong association
between elevated CSF IL1-β and elevated CSF S100B, an accepted biomarker for outcome
after neural injury. Both were significantly elevated in patients with poor outcome.41 In
addition, the expression of αII-spectrin breakdown product 145 (SBDP145) was measured
in the CSF and correlated significantly with a 6-month mortality.49 Combinations of
markers have proven more fruitful in the CSF after TBI; for example, S100B, myelin basic
protein, and neuron-specific enolase and to a lesser extent TNF were significantly higher in
hypoxic patients with unfavorable outcome in one cohort.50 Elevated collections of
proinflammatory cytokines may even predict depression.51 The complexity of measuring
multiple markers has motivated some investigators to create scores, assigning each marker a
point value and evaluating an overall summation with clinically meaningful outcomes as a
way of addressing this intricacy.48
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The complex protein termed the inflammasome may also prove to be a useful brain injury
biomarker. In a recent study, CSF was collected from 23 patients who had experienced a
moderate or severe TBI, and levels of inflammasome proteins were measured.
Inflammasome levels correlated with outcome as measured by GOS at 5 months.52 Finally,
it was recently demonstrated that children with TBI have elevated levels of mitochondrial
DNA (an emerging DAMP in neurotrauma) in their CSF as compared with controls and that
levels of mitochondrial DNA correlated with poor outcome in the TBI group.53

Microdialysis
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Microdialysis is the most specifically cerebral of all the measurements, removing
extracellular fluid from a small target area around the end of the probe in the brain.54 In the
absence of injury, cytokines are not usually observed in the extracellular space.55 However,
after TBI, a robust inflammatory response is observed in the extracellular space similar to
serum and CSF, dominated by IL-6 and IL-8.56 Observationally, IL-6 seems to be linked to
macroscopic tissue injury,57 yet one group found that elevated IL-6 in microdialysate was
linked to improved outcome, similar to the results in CSF.58 If certain proinflammatory
cytokines (IL-1β) are balanced by anti-inflammatory cytokines thought to promote repair
(IL-1ra), subjects' outcomes seem to be improved. For example, when IL-1β and IL-1ra were
measured in brain microdialysates of 15 TBI patients, better outcomes were reported in
patients with a high IL-1ra/IL-1β ratio.59 Others have found no relationship between IL-1β,
IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 and important clinical variables such as ICP or brain tissue
oxygenation.60 However, almost all patients in this specific case series received either
steroidal or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories, which may have blunted the
neuroinflammatory response.61 Another challenge for microdialysis is probe placement. It is
possible that the local area sampled in an investigation might be anatomically removed from
active, ongoing injury. As microdialysis becomes more available, future data will help
address such controversies.

Future Directions: Therapies and Trials
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Investigators are gaining a growing appreciation for the immunomodulatory properties of
neuroprotectant strategies. Several promising neuroprotectants have been developed to
promote immunomodulation as part of the strategy to preserve the central nervous system
after trauma. Importantly, clinical outcomes should be impacted by restoring immunologic
balance—it is not sufficient to show decreases in inflammatory cytokines. Interventions
must change clinically meaningful parameters (e.g., ICP, GOS). Several previous and
ongoing clinical trials have endeavored to do just that.

Steroids
Despite some early enthusiasm, corticosteroids have not been shown to be beneficial in the
treatment of TBI. The CRASH trial, a multicenter, international, randomized controlled trial
that enrolled more than 10,000 patients with acute TBI, which was terminated in 2004,
provided high-quality evidence that corticosteroid use in head trauma is contra-indicated
given the higher mortality of the treatment group compared with placebo (Grade 1A). The
authors were unable to provide a definitive answer as to why mortality was higher, but it did
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not seem to be caused by infection or gastrointestinal bleeding.62 It is possible that
corticosteroids bluntly provide indiscriminate immunosuppression, overwhelming the
potentially beneficial limbs of immune activation. Better insight into injury-specific
mechanisms might provide a selective role for corticosteroids in the future.

Hypertonic Saline
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Hypertonic saline (HS) exhibits numerous beneficial properties in TBI including improved
cerebral perfusion and decreased ICP.63 In animals, HS seems to enhance T-cell function
and reverse immunosuppression seen in trauma.64,65 When compared with TBI patients
receiving normal saline, TBI patients receiving HS showed peripheral blood reductions of
TNF-α and IL-10, adding clinical evidence for im-munomodulation.66 Yet, despite these
encouraging findings, a large-scale clinical trial was unable to show outcome modification.
In 2010, the results of a double-blind, three-group, randomized controlled clinical trial
comparing a 250-mL bolus of 7.5% saline (HS) versus 7.5% saline/6% dextran 70 (HS/
dextran) versus 0.9% saline (normal saline) as the initial resuscitation fluid administered to
patients suspected of having a severe TBI (GCS score ≤ 8) were published. Patients in
hypovolemic shock were excluded. The investigators hypothesized that early control of ICP
combined with improved immune function might improve outcomes. However, the authors
observed the primary outcome, 6-month Glasgow Outcome Scale Extended scores, to be
similar among the groups.67 HS is still helpful in the acute care of cerebral edema but should
not be administered indiscriminately to all patients suspected of TBI in the field (Grade 1A).

Hypothermia
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Despite encouraging experimental evidence that temperature reduction quells
inflammation,68 hypothermia for TBI has not operated as expected clinically. For example,
the application of moderate therapeutic hypothermia (32–33°C) in children after severe TBI
did not dampen the increase in CSF levels of proinflammatory cytokines as compared with
normothermic controls.69 It is possible that induction of hypothermia does not have the same
predictable effect on the immune system clinically when compared with rigorous
experimental conditions or its benefits are overshadowed by associated complications, such
as the metabolic strain of shivering or infections. Even when applied very early,
hypothermia does not seem to confer any mortality benefit to patients with severe head
injury.70 These results have been echoed in children with severe TBI.71,72 At present,
hypothermia is reserved for special circumstances, such as refractory elevated ICP (Grade
1B).

Sex Steroids
There is a wealth of data indicating female animals fare better than males exposed to the
same brain injury.73 In humans, there are sex differences in the pattern of inflammation after
TBI, specifically that women seem to show a more robust and sustained inflammatory
response.55 These observations are attributed to hormonal differences, particularly estrogen
and progesterone. Among its neuro protective effects, progesterone down-regulates the
synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines as well as decreasing immune cell migration and
proliferation after TBI.74 Tw o Phase II clinical trials suggest that progesterone
J Trauma Acute Care Surg. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 January 16.
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administration in humans may improve survival; however, a Phase III efficacy trial was
recently halted for futility (ProTECT III).75,76 One important criticism of both the HS trial
and ProTECT III has been the use of Glasgow Outcome Scale Extended as the primary
outcome. It may be that this blunt neurologic outcome measure does not relay subtle
differences in outcome. Another might be patient selection, enrolling heterogeneous injury
types governed only by the admission GCS score and not adjusting for injury subtype (e.g.,
diffuse axonal injury vs. focal hemorrhagic contusion). Future large-scale clinical trials will
do well to address these concerns (Grade 1B).

Mesenchymal Stem Cells
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In addition to potentially promoting neuronal growth after TBI, mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) may also modulate the inflammatory response. In animals, intravenous infusions of
MSCs are associated with reduced infiltration of peripheral leukocytes and reduced
proinflammatory cytokines.77 MSCs likely function through several pathways, including
expressing an IL-1 receptor antagonist, signaling to macrophages to reduce TNF-α (via
TSG-6), and secreting prostaglandin (PGE-2) that signals macrophages to produce IL-10
among other me-diators.78 MSCs may also help to repair the BBB.79 In humans,
investigators are recruiting patients for safety trials of infusions of MSCs for moderate-tosevere TBI (NCT01575470).

Eicosanoids
Another strategy to modulate inflammation harnesses one of the body's intrinsic substances,
namely, prostacyclin. Prostacyclin inhibits platelet activation and serves as a vasodilator.
Experimentally, prostacyclin modulates leukocyte behavior, limiting aggregation and
adhesion.80 One patient with severe TBI had improvement in microdialysis parameters of
ischemia after an intravenous infusion of prostacyclin was in-troduced.81 Recently, a group
in Sweden performed a randomized, placebo-controlled trial of epoprostenol, a
commercially available prostacyclin, in TBI.82 In a substudy, inflammatory mediators IL-6,
IL-8, and C-reactive protein were measured in both groups.83 The epoprostenol-treated
group had significantly lower IL-6 and C-reactive protein 73 hours to 96 hours after the
trauma, but there were no significant differences in outcomes among the groups (Grade 2A).
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Direct Antagonism of Cytokines
A more recent addition to the clinical therapeutics in TBI is the increasing ability to provide
direct agonism or antagonism to biomarkers of interest. A group from Cambridge recently
conducted an open-label, randomized control trial of a recombinant human IL-1 receptor
antagonist daily for 5 days in a small cohort of critically ill TBI patients. Their results
suggest that this strategy is safe, penetrates the brain, and seems to impact the cytokine
milieu of the microdialysate compared with the control group.84 What effect such a singleagent strategy will have on outcomes is uncertain, but this investigation represents an
exciting proof of the concept that systemic administration of an immune modulating agent
may have direct intracerebral effects. These results should be replicated in a larger
population with outcome data (Grade 2B).
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The inclusion of studies not initially retrieved by the search terms may have biased our
results, although we chose to include these additional studies to add context and
completeness to the results section. In addition, some reports may have been inadvertently
excluded because of the use of nonsearch term key words.

Conclusion
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Investigators have made promising strides forward in understanding the molecular
mechanisms underlying secondary brain injury after trauma. Clinical evidence of
inflammation causing secondary brain injury in humans is gaining momentum. Markers of
inflammation are altered in every readily measured compartment, including serum, CSF, and
the extracellular space. While inflammation is certainly present, it is not clear from the
literature at what juncture inflammation becomes maladaptive, promoting secondary injury
rather than facilitating repair, and identifying patients with maladaptive inflammation
(neuroinflammation, systemic, or both) after TBI remains elusive. Direct agonism/
antagonism represents an exciting target for future study. Tilting the balance of neuroinflammation after injury toward cellular repair will be the goal for future therapies.
Limiting disability from TBI, not just mortality, will be the next decade's challenge.
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Figure 1.

Search algorithm and results.
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Table 1

Summary of the Most Investigated Immune-Modulating Biomarkers After Severe TBI

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Mediator

Admission GCS Score

IL-1β

+19

Increased ICP

Worse Outcome

Mortality

+39,57
−57

IL-1ra
+29

IL-6

+27,30

+36

−31, 42,56
IL-8

+21,22

+23,24

+25–28,26,41

IL-10

+43

+43

+44,45

TNF-α

+21,22

+48,

−46

Other signalers, GFAP

+35

−21

+32–34

Inflammasome

+50

Mitochondrial DNA

+51

+32–34

A positive sign indicates that the study supports this observation, whereas a negative sign indicates that the study contradicts this observation.
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